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## Attendance

### Attendees 224

### Nationalities 28

Attendance based on session swipes by delegates attending the conference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>POINT</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAY 1</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAY 2</td>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Delegate Career Level

Delegates by Professional Track

- PHYSICIAN, 192, 85.71%
- ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONAL, 32, 14.29%
Delegate Medical Field

Delegates by Medical Specialty

- Neurology, 200, 89.29%
- Other, 10, 4.46%
- Pediatrics, 9, 4.02%
- Pharmacology, 2, 0.89%
- Radiology, 2, 0.89%
- General Practice, 1, 0.45%
White List

ABDULLAH AL ASMI
ABDULAZIZ ASHKANANI
AHMAD BEYDOUN
AHMED KHALIFA
ABRAR HUDAIRI
ALY RASHWAN
ALI HASSAN
GHAIEB BASHAR
AMINA GARGOURI-BERRECHID
MUHAMMED ASLAM NAGI
ANIS AHMED JAMIL
AREEN SAID
AHMED SHATILA
NESRIN ASHOUR
MEITI FRIDA
SARAH ALBLOSHI
BASIM UTHMAN
BOULENOUAR MESRAOUA
MOHAMED ALKHAJA
CHARFI CHAHNEZ TRIKI
DEENA SHUKRI ALWAKEEL
DAVID NEUBAUER
DINA AHMED AMIN SALEH
DEEB KAYED
DOERTHE SCHIESS
ALI AL-OTAIBI
AJIT KUMAR
KHALED HONDALLAH
FATIMAH QURAISH
ADEL MISK
ABDELKARIM A AL-QUDAH
ABU BAKER MADANI
THANOS COVANIS
ANAS MAJEED
BARWA RAM
EMAN GHAZI
HASSAN HOSNY
MOSTAFA SALEH MELAKE
MOHAMMAD YOUSUF RATHOR
PUSHPARAJA HEGGUNJE SHETTY
TAHA BALAL TAHA A-HAKAM
TARIQ HAMID
EUGEN TRINKA
TAREK IBRAHIM EL-AZZABI
AHMED AL GHOUDI
ENES AKYUZ
IMAD YASSIN SAADELDIN
FAISAL AL OTAIBI
FARAZ SIDDIQUI
FAHAD BASHIRI
FLORENCE DELECLUSE-BRAUN
FRANK GILLIAM
GURURAJ AITHALA
GONZALO ALARCON
HANY AKKAD
HADIR ABDUL RAHMAN
HAYRULLAH KÖSE
HEBAT ALLAH ELKHASHAB
HUSNAIN HASHIM
HALEEMA AL JABERI
IYAD KHOUDEIR
JIHAD INSHASI
JEHAN SULEIMAN
KHALED AL SHAMSI
KASID NOURI
KHADIJA ELHAMMASI
KHALID ALQUILATI
KHALED ZAMEL
LEY SANDER
DEEPAK LACHHWANI
LAMYA JAD
LAMIA TURKAWI
MAHA BIARY
MAHA AGABNA
MAHER ARABI
MARIA KHAN
MOHAMMED MALIK
MOHAMED ELMAHDY IBRAHIM
MOHAMMED MOZAN
MOHAMAD JAN
MOHAMMED ALHIJAB
MONA THAKRE
KHALED HAMOULILA
MUSTAFA SHAKRA
MUDDATHIR HAMAD
MUDIT KUMAR
SAEID TAGHIZADEH
MUFEED RAOOF
NABIL REFAA
NAJIB KISSANI
SABAH MAHBOOB
HANIN ALSINI
NEIL PETERS
GAYANE MELIKYAN
NIHAL ELSHAZLY
NIZAR SHARROF
NARAYANAN KUTTY PANICKER
MATHIAS MAURER
OSAMA ELALAMY
EMILIO PERUCCA
PREM KUMAR SINHA
POURNAMY SARATHCHANDRAN
QUDSIA SHAUKAT
RAIDAH AL-BARADIE
RANA MOHAMED
RASMI SUKUMARAN
REEM BUNYAN
MANI RENJITH
ROULA HOURANY
RIAD GOUIDER
SARAH AL-OTIBIE
AHMED AL RUMAYYAN
RUQAAIA MIR
MOHAMED YOUSEF
AHMED ALI AL MOAYAD
MOHAMED SAIDAM
SAMAR AMLUNTASER
SARMED ALFAHAD
SALAH BAZ
SELIM BENBADIS
ABDEL-HAMID R SEIAM
HAYA ALGTHAMI
SHELAGH BAILLIE
AMAL BANGER
ASHWAQ ELAYEH
SHYAM BABU
SONIA KHAN
SONA MOHAN
SUSAN VARGHESE
STEVEN SCHACHTER
SUZAN NOORI
SVEN SCHIPPLING
SYED A. HOSAIN
TAHIR HAKAMI
TAOUFIK ALSAAD
TANIA TAYAH
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TAREK SHAHROUR  
KAROLY VADASDI  
VANESSA CHRISTOU  
VINOD CHOONDAL  
WASSEEM FATHALLA  
WASSIM NASREDDINE  
SIARHEI BAHUSHEVICH  
YASER AL MSALMEH  
ZEINAB ALLOUB  
ROULA AL SAADI  
SHAISTA ANWA SIDDIQI  
ABDELAZIZ RABIE  
RUBIA SHAHZADI  
MUHAMMAD M. AL KAYLANI  
RASHA H. M. IBRAHIM  
YOUSRI SALAH  
SHEREEN AL ZAABI  
REEM ALSUWAIDI  
SALAMA KARMASTAJI  
SARMAD AL SHAMMAA  
VITTORIO IANTORNO  
AHMED ABU ALIKA  
MIKLOS SZOLICS  
EMILIA SAULLE  
ATTA GHASSAN  
MAHFoud EL.BASHARI  
KHALDOUN MOZAHEM  
TAYSEER AL ABDEEN  
NISSA ZEB UN  
NABIL AZAR  
HASSAN AL-HAIL  
NAIM HADDAD  
YAHIA MOUSALI  
TALAL ALHARBI

KHALID ALQULITI  
MUSTAFA SEYAM  
ALMASA KAPIDZIC  
KHALID BIN HASSAN  
SAJID IBRAHIM KHADIM  
AKRAM MOHAMED IBRAHIM  
ASTRID LYN MARTINEZ  
ANGELENE MARTINEZ  
ROSARIO REVILLA  
JENNIFER M. AGUILAR  
CAROL SANTIAGO  
JUNNIFER ANTONIO SHEIL  
ROBY VINCENT FALAR AGUILAR  
JENILYN CASTRO CANO  
AREEJ ALSAADI  
MANAL ALTASHI  
HEIKE JACOBS  
ARIF KHAN  
MUBARSHIRA HASHMIII  
UDDIN SABIR  
NAYAK KOTEKAR  
KIJI MAKONG  
DENNIS MAQUILING  
RIYA BABY  
AMRUTHA VIJAYAN  
SINIMOL ZACHARIAS  
MEGHA CHINTHU  
SREEPRIYA SANDEEP  
ASTRID SCHULZE  
EVANGELINE EDMUND  
MARIA ALOHA MENDOZA  
MA. CARMINA PADUL  
RUSELA SABINA ESQUIVEL  
BOSANKA JOCIC-JAKUBI
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LUKMANUL HAKEEM
LAMYA ALSUBAIHI
BINITHA IPE
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MOHAMMED MOHAMMED
UROOJ ARIF
ERUM SAEED
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MOHAMMAD YOUSUF
SAEED ALGHAMDI
ABDULAZIZ ALZAMZAMI
CAESAR ZAHKA
AYMAN LABBAN
SZE TING LEE
MOHAMMED YOOSUF
V PAULOSE JOSE
HANI JABER
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DISCLAIMER
The relationship between the official institutions endorsing this event and the sponsoring organizations of an event or event-related item do not represent exclusive agreements between the institutions and the organization, nor do they suggest that institutions endorse the programs, products or services of the organization.

RIGHT TO REFUSE SPONSOR
The institutions reserve the right to reject a potential sponsor based on such factors as questionable business practices, those with a mission in conflict with the mission of the institutions and those who desire unreasonable influence upon the event.